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Economic Conditions Good for 
Tax Pro Careers  

 There's always a silver lining, right? Bad economy, complicated tax 

system, knowledgeable Baby Boomers seeking retirement – stir that all 

together in one pot and you have a healthy employment picture for 

tax professionals who know their stuff. How are accounting firms 

preparing their younger staff to move into the specialized tax roles of 

the future? Inquiring minds want to know.  

Read more  
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 Tax Professionals Will Continue To Be in 
Great Demand for Years  

 

  

Combine an uncertain economic environment, increased 

government regulations, and the number of Baby Boomers retiring, 

and you have a sharp increase in demand for seasoned corporate 

tax professionals.  

 

  
   

   

 

 Scholarship Applications Available for Illinois 
Students  

 

  

This winter, the Illinois CPA Society (ICPAS) is offering Illinois 

college students majoring in accounting the opportunity to alleviate 

the skyrocketing cost of college while pursuing their dream of 

becoming a CPA by earning a scholarship.  

 

  
   

   

 

 CBIZ Looks to the Skies, Oceans, Mountains 
to Highlight CFOs  

 

  

Every accountant knows the stereotype: the cautious, change-

averse perfectionist more comfortable in the world of numbers than 

the messy world of people and experiences. CFOs suffer some of 

the same misperceptions.  

 

  
   

    

 
 

 

 

   

 

 
 

 Don Mobley, a managing partner at Scott and Company, 

discusses the firm's upcoming merger with Johnstone, 

Graydon & Thompson CPAs.  

   
 

 Porte Brown LLC is making employee wellness a top 

priority by offering relaxing chair massage therapy 

treatments.  

   
 

 Tony Santiago, president of TaxSearch and TaxTalent, 

explains why tax professionals will continue to be in high 

demand for years.  

   
 

 Lipschultz, Levin & Gray Managing Partner Bill 

Finestone talks with AccountingWEB about its recent 

merger with Pacion Ajder.  

  

  

   
Free CPE Online Seminar: 

Improving Your Web Presence  

Learn how to take advantage of online 

tools available to you to improve your 

presence on the Web and thus improve your current and future client 

relationships. Learn ways of using e-mail to your advantage, improving 

your company website, expanding your Internet presence beyond your 

company website, social media tools that will make you more 

accessible, and turning your Internet knowledge into billable services. 

March 21, 2013  

  

    

 

 

 Today's workplace 

fitness exercise focuses 

on the legs. 

Read more  

 

Put together your own 

office fitness routine by 

reviewing the exercises 

in our Workplace 

Fitness Library. 

Visit library  
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